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Abstract

The intent of Slope Detector the DSO is to
provide tools for analysis of LIGO data for burst-
like events by thresholding on the output of a set
of simple time domain filters applied to arbitrary
data channels from the LIGO detectors. I discuss
the filters, their free paramters, and information
about triggered events that the DSO places in
the LDAS databases.
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Time Domain Filtering Strategy
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Figure 1: Applying a Slope Detector to Data

Advantages of Time Domain Filtering:

• Fast. Number of FLOPS per data point is small

• Output data has no boundries to deal with.
Constant sensitivity.

• Few Tunable Parameters (ordinarily three:
threshold, peak duration and a filter timescale)
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Filter Techniques for E7

Straight Line Fit Filters

For each input data segment xi+j|j = 1 · · ·N , fit
to a straight line bi + jai. Related filters are [1, 2]:

• ‘OD’ (offset detector) filter. Filter output is bi.

• ‘SD’ (slope detector) filter. Filter output is ai.

• ‘ALF’. Outout is a nonlinear function of ai and bi.

Threshold Filters

• ‘TH’ Simple Threshold. Discriminant is the data
amplitude in a sum of N successive bins.

• ‘CG’ Threshold on data convolved with a Gaussian
of width N bins.

• ‘CS’ Threshold on data convolved with a single
period of a sine wave of period N bins.
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Tunable Parameters

• N. N is always the number of successive bins used
to calculate the discriminant.

• T. The threshold. The minimum signal level that
fires a trigger.

• W. The width of the peak. If data yi causes a
trigger, W is the minimum of j such that yi+j

causes a separate trigger.

The parameters N and W affect the duration of the
pulse to which the search algorithm is most sensitive.
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Written to LAL

• Name of this DSO

• Channel Name. What channel triggered the event

• Time. The start time of the unfiltered data segment
that caused the trigger

• Amplitude. How big was the peak in the filtered
data?

• Duration. An estimate of how long the event lasted.
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Conclusions

This library....

• ....is in its early stages of development.

• ....is very simple to understand and use.

• ....will be ready for E7! (some filters may be run
offline)
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